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1871 after getting deal. So, considering you require the books
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Bismarck - Edgar
Feuchtwanger 2014-04-03
Bismarck was arguably the
most important figure in
nineteenth-century European
history after 1815. In this
biography, Edgar
Feuchtwanger reassesses
Bismarck's significance as a
historical figure. He traces his
development from a typical
Junker, a reactionary and
conservative, into the so-called
white revolutionary who recast
bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

European affairs more
drastically than anyone since
Napoleon. This second edition
includes a new introduction,
taking into account the most
recent scholarship on
Bismarck, which reflects on
Bismarck's legacy in modern
Germany, which is once again
the European economic
powerhouse for which
Bismarck laid the foundations.
Feuchtwanger's lucid account
demythologizes the German
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leader without demonising him.
This book leaves the reader
with a strongly-etched portrait
of one of the decisive makers of
the modern world.
Deutschland im 19.
Jahrhundert - Manfred
Görtemaker 2013-11-22
Book Review Index - 1985
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly
cumulation.
Intentions in Great Power
Politics - Sebastian Rosato
2021-04-20
Why the future of great power
politics is likely to resemble its
dismal past Can great powers
be confident that their peers
have benign intentions? States
that trust each other can live at
peace; those that mistrust each
other are doomed to compete
for arms and allies and may
even go to war. Sebastian
Rosato explains that states
routinely lack the kind of
information they need to be
convinced that their rivals
mean them no harm. Even in
cases that supposedly involved
mutual trust—Germany and
Russia in the Bismarck era;
Britain and the United States
bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

during the great
rapprochement; France and
Germany, and Japan and the
United States in the early
interwar period; and the Soviet
Union and United States at the
end of the Cold War—the
protagonists mistrusted each
other and struggled for
advantage. Rosato argues that
the ramifications of his
argument for U.S.–China
relations are profound: the
future of great power politics is
likely to resemble its dismal
past.
1815-1915 - Carlton Joseph
Huntley Hayes 1918
Subject Index of Modern
Books Acquired - British
Library 1971
Successful Strategies Williamson Murray 2014-05-29
Reveals the key factors that
have contributed to the
development and execution of
successful military and political
strategies throughout history.
Library of Congress
Catalogs - Library of Congress
1976
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Kaiser Wilhelm II New
Interpretations - John C. G.
Röhl 2005-09-15
As assessment of the Kaiser's
character and its implications
on Imperial German history.
Library of Congress Catalog Library of Congress 1965
The National Union
Catalogs, 1963- - 1964
Deutschland im 19.
Jahrhundert - 2013-08-13
Hat uns das 19. Jahrhundert
heute noch etwas zu sagen?
Können wir über haupt noch
Zugang zu ihm finden? Wer
über diese Fragen nachdenkt,
wird zu überraschenden
Antworten ge langen. Es gibt
kaum eine Phase der
Geschichte, die so sehr mit
unserem Le ben, unserer
Politik und den Einrichtungen
unserer Gesellschaft verknüpft
ist, wie das 19. Jahrhundert.
Der Grund dafür ist einfach: An
der Wende zum 19.
Jahrhundert begann mit der
Aufklärung und der
Französischen Revolution die
Modeme oder - wenn man so
will - die Gegenwart. Mit den
bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

Revolutionen von 1830 und
1848/49, der
Verfassungsentwicklung, der
Bildung organisierter Parteien,
der Industrialisierung und der
Entstehung der
Arbeiterbewegung, dem
Aufkommen des Nationalismus
und territorial gebundener
Nationalstaaten sowie der
umfassenden Erweiterung
politischer Dimensionen zur
Weltpolitik setzte sich dieser
Prozeß der Herausbildung der
Modeme fort. Es war eine Zeit
der Erneuerung, des
Durchbruchs neuer Ideen und
Entwicklungen - ein revo
lutionäres Zeitalter in vielerlei
Hinsicht, allen
antirevolutionären Kräften und
Beharrungsversuchen zum
Trotz. Und die Ergebnisse
dieser Umwälzungen prä gen
und bestimmen unser Denken
und Handeln bis heute.
Deshalb ist die Be schäftigung
mit dem 19. Jahrhundert die
Voraussetzung zum
Verständnis unse rer eigenen
Zeit. Deshalb fällt es so leicht,
sich das 19. Jahrhundert zu
erschlie ßen und der
Beschäftigung mit ihm
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Interesse abzugewinnen.
Bismarck: The White
Revolutionary - Lothar Gall
2019-07-03
Originally published in English
in 1986, these volumes are far
more than the story of the life
of a powerful statesman. The
name Bismarck sums up the
entire political, social,
economic and intellectual
development of central Europe
in the second half of the 19th
Century and the internal and
external shape that Germany
then assumed. This book
analyses how much of this was
Bismarck’s personal
achievement or whether he
was the man who put the
nation on the disastrously
wrong course that reached its
fateful culmination in 1933? It
examines whether Bismarck’s
success was precisely because
he implemented policies for
which the time was ripe and
did so in ways that were in
harmony with the historical
evolution of central Europe.
University of California Union
Catalog of Monographs
Cataloged by the Nine
Campuses from 1963 Through
bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

1967: Subjects - University of
California (System). Institute of
Library Research 1972
The American Historical
Review - John Franklin Jameson
1912
Bismarck and His Times George O. Kent 1978
A new account of the life and
policies of the first German
chancellor, Otto von Bismarck,
this concise historicalbiography reflects, for the first
time in English, the historical
shift in emphasis from the
traditional political-economic
approach to the more complex
social-economic one of
post—World War II
scholarship. Since the middle
of the 1950s, much new
material on Bismarck and nineteenth-century Germany and
new interpretations of existing
material have been published
in Germany, Great Britain, and
the United States. Professor
George O. Kent's brilliant synthesis, drawing on this mass of
material, examines changes in
emphasis in post—World War II
scholarship. The book,
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particularly in the
historiographical notes and
bibliographical essay, provides
the serious student with an
invaluable guide to the
intricacies of recent
Bismarckian scholarship. For
the general reader, the main
text presents a picture of the
man, the issues, and the age in
the light of modern
scholarship. The major shift in
historical emphasis described
in this new account is the
importance scholars give to the
period 1877–79, the years of
change from free trade to
protectionism, rather than to
1870–71 the founding of the
Reich. Bismarck's political
machinations, particularly his
willingness to explore the
possibilities of a coup d'état,
are more fully discussed here
than in any other book.
Bismarck and Mitteleuropa Bascom Barry Hayes 1994
This study in the genre of
political biography is
revisionist. Bismarck emerges
as a somewhat more
conservative traditionalist than
much of the national liberal
historiography has depicted
bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

him. Moreover, the national
orientation in much of the
literature on the history of
Central Europe during the
nineteenth century is also
implicitly challenged.
Downgrading somewhat the
founding of the German Reich
of 1871, traditionally viewed as
Bismarck's greatest
achievement, the author treats
this episode as but one of many
throughout Bismarck's long
career wherein his efforts to
build a federative, multiethnic
Mitteleuropa encountered
many setbacks or otherwise
necessitated at best the
acceptance of many limited
achievements that cumulatively
produced a quite incomplete
Middle-European system
stretching from the northern
seas to the mideast. From this
perspective, the author sees
the limited victory of
Bismarck's Prussia over Franz
Joseph's Austria in the War of
1866 as the critical event in the
entire history of Bismarckian
politics. His policy until then
was to achieve a restructuring
of the German Confederation
on the basis of a joint Austro5/14
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Prussian leadership in
Mitteleuropa. After Franz
Joseph decided in early 1866
that a war was preferable to
the limited concessions sought
by Bismarck, the Prussian
armies failed to inflict on the
main Habsburg host the
Cannae that the general staff
planned for 3 July. Thereafter,
Bismarck's task became more
difficult than ever. His labors
were often fruitless. His own
master, Wilhelm I, and the
Prussian bureaucrats,
diplomats, and courtiers with
direct access to this first of
Bismarck's Wilhelmian
nemeses could be at least as
obstructionist in Berlin as
Franz Joseph and his minions
in Vienna. In fact, all too often
Bismarck's lack of control over
the Prussian elites was in part
responsible for the resistance
of the Habsburg ruling circle.
If Bismarck left his neoWilhelmian successors an
incomplete system upon his
retirement from office, the
leadership of the Reich after
1890 was incompetent to
continue the great chancellor's
work. Berlin never again made
bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

the Mitteleuropa conception
the central theme of its policy
until the great war that
Bismarck aimed to prevent
with his system. In challenging
the commonly held notion of
Mitteleuropa historians about
"continuity" from the
Bismarckian Reich to the "New
Order" of the Nazis, the author
stresses the much older
reichisch and Confederate
"continuities" that are evident
in Bismarckian systembuilding. Rejecting the
"democratic-moralistic"
interpretations of Professor
Fritz Fischer and others about
German Mitteleuropa
imperialism, the author focuses
on the "structural-functional"
processes of Bismarckian
decision-making and systembuilding through the largely
prenational mechanisms of a
diplomatic-constitutional
federative polity that had
developed over many centuries
but that neither set of his
Wilhelmian antagonists
understood or appreciated. In
truth, no European statesman not even one in Vienna - rivaled
Bismarck in understanding the
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baroque complexities of
Middle-European politics.
Modern Germany Reconsidered
- Gordon Martel 2002-11
In this major textbook, leading
international scholars provide
clear, concise summaries of
many of the most important
controversies and
developments in German
history from 1870-1945.
Überzeugungen,
Wandlungen und
Zuschreibungen - Ulrich
Lappenküper 2019-08-27
Der Staatsmann Otto von
Bismarck verkörpert
Staatsdenken und Staatslenken
gleichermaßen. Als wichtigster
deutscher Politiker des 19.
Jahrhundert wurde er von den
wesentlichen Strömungen
seiner Zeit geprägt. Er drückte
ihnen in fünf Jahrzehnten
politischen Handelns aber auch
seinen Stempel auf. In zwölf
Aufsätzen untersuchen
ausgewiesene Kenner die
Verknüpfungen von Bismarcks
staatstheoretischem Denken
und seiner praktischen Politik.
Die Verzahnung von Theorie
und Praxis im Wandel eines
halben Jahrhunderts und die
bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

Rezeption dieses Prozesses
werden hier erstmals in einem
Band untersucht. Das Buch
richtet sich an Leser mit
historischem und
politikwissenschaftlichem
Interesse und bietet einen
Zugriff auf die Prägungen und
Wirkungen Bismarcks sowie
auf seine wesentlichen
Politikfelder. Mit Beiträgen von
Michael Epkenhans, Andreas
Fahrmeir, Ewald Frie, Lothar
Höbelt, Hans-Christof Kraus,
Ulrich Lappenküper, Ulf
Morgenstern, Christoph Nonn,
Christoph Nübel, Martin Otto,
T. G. Otte und Johannes Willms
Germ Foreign Pol 1871-1914
V9 - Geiss 2013-10-08
First Published in 2001.
Looking at German Foreign
Policy between 1847 to 1914
this Volume IX of the Foreign
Policies of Great Powers
collection. It includes the
general framework of the Reich
and European diplomacy, the
second German empire's
history and social structure,
and moves into the PreImperialist era of 1871-95
before the 'Welpolitik' up until
1912, and finally the coming of
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the war over the period of
1909-14 and the German War
of Aggression aims in 1914.
A Political and Social History of
Modern Europe - Carlton
Joseph Huntley Hayes 1916
The Cultivation of Hatred:
The Bourgeois Experience:
Victoria to Freud - Peter Gay
1994-09-17
The author of the bestseller
Freud presents a close
examination of the aggression-and debate about aggression-that raged through the
Victorian Age. Gay looks at the
works of such figures as
Theodore Roosevelt and
Nietzsche to present
penetrating new insights.
Bismarck - E. J. Feuchtwanger
2002
Bismarck was arguably the
most important figure in 19thcentury European history after
1815. In this biography, Edgar
Feuchtwanger reassesses
Bismarck's significance as a
historical figure.
The German Empire - Burt
Estes Howard 1906
Osthandel and Ostpolitik bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

Robert Mark Spaulding
1997-06-01
German Foreign Trade Policies
in Eastern Europe from
Bismarck to Adenauer.
Bismarck and the Creation
of the Second Reich Friedrich Darmstaedter
2017-09-29
Chancellor Otto Bismarck's
"greatness" lay in what he
created, the German Reich of
1871. This Reich was the
product of his genius, and in it
his genius took complete
shape. In less than a decade
German chaos was brought to
an end and in its place a
homogeneous state began to
arise. The structure of this
state left no room for opposing
political forces, but rather
made ready a roof under which
these forces might rally,
support each other, and gain
strength. Bismarck and the
Creation of the Second Reich
begins as a biography but
continues as a description of
his political life and the ideas
that led to the birth of an
authoritarian political
culture.The community from
which Bismarck formed his
8/14
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conception of the state was
first the family and clan, then
the landlord caste, and finally
the people. These communities
found their unifying force in
the Kaiser, who as their
patriarchal head enjoyed divine
honors as ruler by the grace of
God. The existence of the state
was justified as the framework
within which these
communities existed, and it
had thus a biological as well as
a religious content. This idea of
the state as the supreme moral
command of religion was too
powerful a driving force to be
dropped in favor of the rational
view of the state as a potential
war machine. Bismarck
reconciled the two concepts by
use of the concept of a "people
in arms," an idea which had
originated in German history as
a means of defense, but which
was changed into one of
aggression. In order to become
a means of aggression it was
changed into a moral precept
commanded by religion, and
indeed into the supreme
precept.Through the unfolding
of the political life of Bismarck,
we find the roots of the Nazi
bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

Third Reich--the inability of the
people to educate themselves
about politics enough to effect
any change or satisfy their own
political needs. In this loss of
control, the authoritarian
regime grew stronger. Though
Bismarck's work led to the
creation and implementation of
the Second Reich, "it is in the
Third Reich that we find the
devilish distortion that was its
fruit." This volume is an
essential tool for
understanding twentiethcentury German history.
Bismarck und die preußischdeutsche Politik, 1871-1890 Michael Stürmer 1970
The Failure of Illiberalism Fritz Stern 1992
Reprint of the Knopf edition of
1972 with a new (8pp.)
introduction by Fritz Stern.
Now printed on acid-free
paper. Annotation copyrighted
by Book News, Inc., Portland,
OR
Origins of the German
Welfare State - Michael
Stolleis 2012-11-15
This book traces the origins of
the German welfare state. The
9/14
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author, formerly director at the
Max-Planck-Institute for
European Legal History,
Frankfurt, provides a
perceptive overview of the
history of social security and
social welfare in Germany from
early modern times to the end
of World War II, including
Bismarck’s pioneering
introduction of social insurance
in the 1880s. The author
unravels “layers” of social
security that have piled up in
the course of history and, so he
argues, still linger in the
present-day welfare state. The
account begins with the first
efforts by public authorities to
regulate poverty and then
proceeds to the “social
question” that arose during the
19th-century Industrial
Revolution. World War I had a
major impact on the
development of social security,
both during the war and after,
through the exigencies of the
war economy, inflation and
unemployment. The ruptures
as well as the continuities of
social policy under National
Socialism and World War II are
also investigated.
bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

The Domestic Bases of
Grand Strategy - Richard
Rosecrance 1993
Democracy and Dictatorship
in Europe - Sheri Berman
2019
Democracy and Dictatorship in
Europe examines the
development of various
political regimes in Europe
from the ancien regime up
through the present day. It
analyzes why democracy
flourishes at some times and in
some places but not others and
draws lessons from European
history that can help us better
understand the political
situation the world finds itself
in today.
The Mission of Vincent
Benedetti to Berlin
1864–1870 - Willard Allen
Fletcher 2012-12-06
The historical significance of
the period 1864-1870,
epitomized by the
establishment of Prussian
hegemony in Gennany, has
been per petuated in numerous
studies. The diplomatic history
of these decisive years has
proven especially fascinating,
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for the fundamental changes in
Gennany's political frame had a
momentous influence upon the
course of European history.
The war of 1866 destroyed the
last vestiges of Austrian
supremacy in Gennany and
inaugurated a reorganization
under Prussian domination.
The international
repercussions of this
transfonnation in the heart of
Europe are fully reflected in
the diplo macy of the period, in
view of the disruptive effect
upon the existing power
equilibrium. The manner in
which Napoleon III and his
govern ment reacted to the
events was of crucial portent
for the future of his empire. An
inquiry into Ambassador
Benedetti's mission to Berlin
contributes materially to an
understanding of imperial
diplomacy, primarily as related
to Prussia, in this critical
period. The present study was
suggested by Dr. Lynn M. Case
and began to take shape in his
seminars on European
diplomatic history. Bene detti's
constant association with
French diplomacy between
bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

1864 and 1870 seemed to
warrant a detailed and critical
examination of his mission.
Despite the advent of the
telegraph diplomatic
representa tives continued to
fonn an important part of the
diplomatic appa ratus and
Benedetti was no exception.
Past studies based exclusively
on his career are very few.
Frensdorff's Preussische
Jahrbucher article appeared
shortly after the outbreak of
the war in 1870.
Das Staatsrecht Des
Deutschen Reiches ... Fünfte
Neubearbeitete Auflage Paul LABAND 1911
Bismarck und die preussischdeutsche Politik. 1871-1890 Michael Stürmer 1970
History of Social Law in
Germany - Michael Stolleis
2013-10-01
The sole available
comprehensive history of social
law and the model of social
welfare in Germany. The book
explains the origins since the
medieval times, but
concentrates on the 19th and
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20th centuries, especially on
the introduction of the social
insurance 1881-1889, of the
expansion of the system in the
Weimar Republic, under the
Nazi-System and after World
War II in the FRG and the GDR.
The system of social welfare in
Germany is one of the pillars of
economic stability.
Radicals and Reactionaries Abraham J. Peck 1978
Bismarck and the
Development of Germany,
Volume III - Otto Pflanze
2014-07-14
The Period of Fortification,
1880-1898The burst of
capitalistic expansion that
accompanied German
unification came to an abrupt
end with the crash of 1873,
which opened a period of
economic depression. Volume
III describes the continuation
of Bismarck's efforts to cope
with the resulting economic
and social problems that
hindered his quest for a new
national consensus in support
of the Prussian-German
establishment." It also brings
to a climax theauthor's account
bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

of Bismarck's mounting
political frustrations, their
psychopathological
consequences, and the struggle
of his doctors to convert him to
a healthier life-style. The final
chapters deal with the
fascinating story of Bismarck's
conflict with Wilhelm II. The
work ends with an account of
the Bismarck legend that
endures to this day and may
yet influence Germany's
current quest for reunification.
Originally published in 1990.
The Princeton Legacy Library
uses the latest print-on-demand
technology to again make
available previously out-ofprint books from the
distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press.
These editions preserve the
original texts of these
important books while
presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the
Princeton Legacy Library is to
vastly increase access to the
rich scholarly heritage found in
the thousands of books
published by Princeton
University Press since its
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founding in 1905.
The Kaiser and His Court - John
C. G. Röhl 1996-06-27
A personal and political
analysis of the reign of Kaiser
Wilhelm II using new archival
sources.
Bismarck - Volker Ullrich
2015-08-15
Otto von Bismarck (1815–98)
has gone down in history as the
Iron Chancellor, a reactionary
and militarist whose 1871
unification of Germany set
Europe down the path of
disaster to World War I. But as
Volker Ullrich shows in this
new edition of his accessible
biography, the real Bismarck
was far more complicated than
the stereotype. A leading
historian of nineteenth- and
twentieth-century history,
Ullrich demonstrates that the
“Founder of the Reich” was in
fact an opponent of liberal
German nationalism. After the
wars of 1866 and 1870,
Bismarck spent the rest of his
career working to preserve
peace in Europe and protect
the empire he had created.
Despite his reputation as an
enemy of socialism, he
bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

introduced comprehensive
health and unemployment
insurance for German workers.
Far from being a “man of iron
and blood,” Bismarck was in
fact a complex statesman who
was concerned with
maintaining stability and
harmony far beyond Germany’s
newly unified borders.
Comprehensive and balanced,
Bismarck shows us the postreunification value of looking
anew at this monumental
figure’s role in European
history.
The Challenges of
Globalization - Cornelius Torp
2014-09-01
In the mid nineteenth century a
process began that appears,
from a present-day perspective,
to have been the first wave of
economic globalization. Within
a few decades global economic
integration reached a level that
equaled, and in some respects
surpassed, that of the present
day. This book describes the
interpenetration of the German
economy with an emerging
global economy before the
First World War, while also
demonstrating the huge
13/14
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challenge posed by
globalization to the society and
politics of the German Empire.
The stakes for both the winners
and losers of the intensifying
world market played a major
role in dividing German society
into camps with conflicting
socio-economic priorities. As
foreign trade policy moved into

bismarck-und-die-preussisch-deutsche-politik-1871

the center stage of political
debates, the German
government found it
increasingly difficult to pursue
a successful policy that avoided
harming German exports and
consumer interests while also
seeking to placate a growing
protectionist movement.
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